
HEART TO HEART  

SUPPLY LIST  
This is a charming machine appliquéd wall quilt.  You will learn to make sharp points, 

smooth curves, perfect circles and even stems. There is a little reverse appliqué for some 

added fun.  The technique I teach is a prepared edge method using an invisible stitch.   

Come join me for an enjoyable day of machine appliqué.    

PATTERN PLUS FEE: $25.00  Includes: pattern, Templar, transfer paper, brush, handouts, 

stabilizer, glue pen and more.    

  
SUPPLIES:  

-Rotary cutter board and ruler  

-Scissors for paper and fabric *  

-Sewing machine in good working order.  Bring you best machine for the best results.  

-Open embroidery foot for your machine  

-Top or edge stitching machine foot or zipper foot.  I recommend you bring all of your sewing 

machine feet and we’ll determine which one works the best to make the stems.  

-Two extra bobbins  

-Pencil  

-Thick pins (quilting).....we need to pin through some freezer paper and fabric combined  

-Fabric markers to trace around templates on fabric *  

-Painter’s Tape  

-Blue water soluble washout marker (optional)*  

-Needle for a small amount of hand sewing  

-Hand sewing thread-small amount-could be 50/3 or quilting thread-light color   

-60/8 Microtex needles for machine appliqué*  

-80/12 machine needles   

-Green thread to satin stitch short stems-100% cotton recommended.    

Color choice should complement your leaf fabrics.  We will also use this same thread to 

do a little basting.    

-Thread-A very fine clear and smoked nylon, monofilament or polyester thread *  

-Fine grain piece of sand paper or sand paper board (optional)  

-2 pieces of freezer paper 16” x 18”  

-Staple and staple remover  

-Emery board (Yes, like you use for your finger nails.)  

-Iron and pressing board  

*Items available for purchase in class at a discounted price  

  

FABRIC:  

-Background-my beige-18” x 15” plus another piece 20” x 6” for the thin borders  

-Heart area around outside-my dark blue-22” x 18” plus another piece 20” x 30” for the outer  

borders       

-Green for stems-1/4 yard to allow bias cuts  



-Green for leaves-A total of 11 different green fabrics each approximately 2” x 7”  

-Purple for flowers-approximately 5” x 9”  

-Pink-heart and circles-approximately 3” x 7”  

-Orange-approximately 9” x6”  

-Yellow-approximately 3” x7”  

-Blues-4 blues were used.  Large heart and small flowers approximately 5” x 9”  

  Three shades of blue in top center area each 4” x 3”  


